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This paper has focused on the formulation of the biological fish propulsion mechanism given by Sir J. Lighthill
mathematical slender body theory for a bio-inspired robotic fish. A 2-joint, 3-link multibody vehicle model biologically
inspired by a body caudal fin (BCF) carangiform fish propulsion is designed. The objective is to investigate and show
that a machine mimicking real fish behavior can navigate efficiently over a given distance with a good balance of
speed and maneuverability. The robotic fish model (kinematics and dynamics) is integrated with the Lighthill (LH)
mathematical model framework. Different mathematical propulsive waveforms are combined with an inverse
kinematics-based approach for generating fish body motion. Comparative studies are undertaken among a
non-LH model, a LH model, and the proposed propulsive wave models based on a distance-based performance
index. Proposed LH cubic and NURB quadratic functions are found to be 16.32% and 17.94% efficient than a
non-LH function, respectively. With the help of the simulation results, closed-loop experiments are done and an
operating region is established for critical kinematic parameters tail-beat frequency and propulsive wavelength.
The simulation and experimental plots are compared and found to be similar to the kinematic behavior study of
the biological yellowfin tuna.
Keywords: Biology inspired robotics; Body caudal fin; Lagrange-Euler equations; Lighthill equation; Operating regionBackground
Biomimetics [1] reflects the features and capabilities of
the biological evolution [2] of a system that could be ef-
ficiently replicated or mimicked in a human engineered
system to the design of new technologies and the im-
provement of conventional ones. This approach has
been proposed to be the answer to the improved per-
formance and reliability for large scale complex systems
by faster adaptation with dynamic environment. One of
the focused technologies has been the development of
autonomous underwater vehicles [3] as a greater part to
the increasing interest in unmanned underwater surveil-
lance and monitoring. Of particular interests are regions
of the underwater environment which are unexplored
and dynamic as well as underwater detection, pollution
source tracking, underwater archeology, search and* Correspondence: abhra.roychowdhury@nus.edu.sg
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reproduction in any medium, provided the origrescue, and so forth. The study of underwater evolution
of life and its plethora of locomotion modes has long
been a subject of interest to the biological community.
Majority of conventional design of autonomous under-
water vehicles used propellers as their principal mode of
propulsion. The propeller-based locomotion [3], although
rendered the initial answers to underwater locomotion, set
issues on high-maneuverability, efficiency, and low power
consumption. The scientific community and researchers
also found that propeller-strikes produce greater amount
of marine debris, marine creature’s mortality and shallow
water ecosystem disturbances. Biomimicked or fish-like ro-
bots are expected to be quieter, more maneuverable (lesser
accidents), and possibly, more energy efficient (longer mis-
sions). Undulating-finned robot can preserve undisturbed
condition of its surroundings for data acquisition and ex-
ploration (stealth). The movement of fish through water
without creating ripples and eddies were more reasons to
choose a bio-inspired design for underwater locomotion.is is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
mmons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
inal work is properly credited.
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modes, a novel propulsive mechanism that integrates fish-
like swimming with modular links and fin movements has
been proposed [3] where the modeling, simulation, and
development studies of a body caudal fin (BCF) [5]
carangiform-based prototype is built and tested. The robot
will be able to implement speedy and efficient fish-like
swimming. The present research work specifically identifies
the usefulness of present model for purposes of both speed
and maneuverability. The kinematics-based approach al-
lows producing a dynamic body motion that can reproduce
the fluid flow pressure field generating the undulatory mo-
tion of the fish. Further, the kinematics and dynamics study
helped to frame the mathematical formulation of the fish
body motion describing its dynamic behavior. From a ro-
botics perspective, defining and enhancing the swimming
efficiency is still a kernel issue in the study of robotic fishes.
However, the fish robot swimming like a real fish does not
guarantee that it would achieve the same high efficiency
[3]. The undulatory (oscillatory) nature of the fish motion
has been prominently mentioned in several works [4]. An-
other solution adopted by researchers [5-8] is to conduct
large number of experiments and find empirical expres-
sions to refine the body’s motion functions and fin propul-
sion. Due to the complex nature of the mechanical system,
the paper focuses on developing a linear system model
using robot dynamics derivation. The simulation environ-
ment is in MATLAB©, Simulink©, and SolidWorks©. The
contributions in the present work are enumerated as
following:
 Mathematical input waveforms are proposed in LH
framework to generate different types of (undulatory/
oscillatory) body propulsive waves. Comparative study
of each model with the fundamental LH quadratic
wave model is done for a performance parameter
based on the total trajectory length.
 Each of the bio-inspired wave function combines
with an inverse kinematics-led trajectory planning
resulting in a bio-inspired algorithm to produce
laterally compressed waveforms of the caudal region.
 Integrate the present robotic fish mathematical
model (kinematics and dynamics) with the proposed
bio-inspired algorithms resulting from different
mathematical inputs.
 Finding the operating region (ORE) for the identified
kinematic parameters to facilitate closed-loop con-
trol based on the characterization of the biological
fish swimming model.
The underlying subject of this research is to explore the
remarkable ability of mathematical (applied mechanics)
and physical concepts leading to fundamental insights be-
hind fish biology. It has been found that sophisticatedarithmetic calculations can bring practical benefits in re-
vealing the fundamental biological systems. Darwinian-
inspired evolution in modeling of biological systems is a
strong partner of experimental work in physical sciences
based on the principles in Newtonian and quantum
frames. Present research investigates into this idea. The
limitation of the paper is the linearized model of the ro-
botic fish to undertake the study. Another assumption be-
ing made is stationary fluid, and therefore, the forces
acting on a single link are due to the motion of that link.
This may introduce inaccuracies in the manipulator
model, while the discretized algorithm is implemented in
a digital computer. The paper is organized as follows. In
the ‘System model’ section, the design characteristics and
features of the prototype are explained with the kinemat-
ics and dynamics modeling studies of a three link robotic
fish. The ‘Lighthill mathematical framework design’ sec-
tion discusses the Lighthill’s existing mathematical frame-
work and its integration with the present prototype. This
section also investigates the proposal and study of the
different mathematical input waveforms generating the
fish undulatory and oscillatory motion. The ‘Results and
discussion’ section presents the robotic fish body undula-
tory propulsion mechanism for a given trajectory, simula-
tion, and experimental results with/without the Lighthill
wave function as well as with different mathematical input
in LH framework. Comparisons are based on a distance-
based performance index. Closed-loop experiments [9]
were made on the basis of comprehensive kinematic ana-
lysis governing the fish undulatory motion. An operating
region is found for the dominant kinematic parameter
TBF and propulsive wavelength each to facilitate future
experiments for such bio-inspired systems. It is also veri-
fied with the reported literature for the real fish motion.
In the ‘Conclusions’ the conclusions and directions for fu-
ture work are discussed.
Methods
System model
The BCF mode carangiform style [5] of locomotion
shown in Figure 1 is approximated using a 3-link (in-
cluding the pectorals attached to the head) mechanism
with two actuated joints as illustrated in Figure 2. The
first link as the ‘head’ and second link as the body are
roughly two-thirds of the length of the entire robot.
The tail of the robot is formed by the third link con-
nected to the caudal fin. The configuration of the ro-
botic fish and non-fixed head is illustrated. Our 3-link
mechanism (n = 2) is a reasonable approximation to
the BCF carangiform locomotion, and therefore, small
modifications of this model should have been used in
the analysis of carangiform swimming. Moreover, the
caudal peduncle and fin have been rendered in to a
thunniform (shark) semi-crescent structure for an
Figure 1 BCF mode of carangiform swimming showing undulatory motion in one-third part of the posterior body.
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speed for longer period of time [5]. While the kinemat-
ics study explains the geometry of the motion of ro-
botic fish w.r.t, a fixed reference coordinate frame as a
function of time, the dynamics of any rigid body
[10-12] can be completely described by the translation
of the centroid and the rotation of the body about itsFigure 2 Relative orientations and locations of local coordinate framecentroid. This leads to the ability to derive the actuator
torques necessary to produce the tail motion that is de-
sired. A linearized kinematic and dynamic model of the
robotic fish system is developed. The present research
work investigates into the system modeling as an n-
joint manipulator-based mobile vehicle; the earth-fixed
frame has been defined w.r.t. the fixed body references at CM of the head and inertial earth-fixed reference frame.
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paper robotic fish system model are the following:
 Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) kinematics model [11]: The
kinematics due to translation and rotation along the
joints on the robotic fish system in fluid (water)
environment.
 Lagrangian dynamics model [10,11]: The dynamics
due to kinetic and potential energies generate along
each link and inertia of the free-flow water entrained
in the robotic fish system.
When describing the kinematics and dynamics of the
model shown in Figure 2, the interlink actuator shaft consti-
tutes the inertial frame of reference. A local coordinate frame
is assigned to each degree of freedom (DOF). The coordinate
frames are assigned according to the standard Denavit-
Hartenberg notation [11] mentioned in Appendix A.
Generalized equations of motion
The dynamic equations of the robotic fish are obtained









¼ τi i ¼ 1; 2;…; n ð1Þ
The Lagrange (L) function is defined as the difference
between the kinematic and potential energies expressed as:
L ¼ K−P ð2Þ
where K is the total kinetic energy of the robot; P is the
total potential energy of the robot; qi is the joint variable
of ith coordinates; _qi is the first time derivative of the ith
joint variable, and τi is the corresponding generalized
force (external torque) at ith joint acting on the head. The
manipulator dynamic equations have been developed in
three dimensions for an n-link manipulator on a 6-DOF
base, assuming that there is gravity acting on the system.
The equations of motion for the present 2-link robotic fish
based on the n-link serial manipulator can be set as:Xn




m¼1hikm _qk _qm þ ci ¼ τi
i ¼ 1; 2 ::; n ð3Þ
where D (q) is the symmetric inertia matrix; h q; _qð Þ is the
velocity coupling vector or Coriolis and centrifugal force
vector; c (q) is the gravitational vector; and τ is the general-
ized force of the Lagrange equations. As the above equa-
tion has been successfully used for investigating the
dynamics of underwater vehicles [10,12] as well as robotic
manipulators [11], this research therefore aims to develop
an n-joint manipulator-based mobile vehicle. Following the
analysis, the mechanical design in SolidWorks is imple-
mented. SolidWorks as the mainstream software in virtualprototype field combines multibody dynamics modeling
with large displacements as well as multifunctioning tools.
It has a more powerful geometric modeling function. By
utilizing SolidWorks, a kinematics model of a robotic fish,
with coordinated motion of multiple propulsive mecha-
nisms, is established as shown in Figure 3a,b,c and the real
hardware prototype used for closed-loop experiments [9] is
shown in Figure 3d. Details of the dynamic modeling of
present bio-inspired robot can be found in [12].
Lighthill mathematical framework design
The initial work to understand the fish kinematics ap-
peared prominently in the article by James Gray [13]. It
mentions about the fish swimming by generating a trav-
eling wave down their bodies from the anterior (leading
surface) toward the posterior caudal tail (trailing sur-
face). This propulsive wave travels faster than the fish
body (center of mass) velocity. The wave amplitude also
increases from the head to the tail, maximum at the nar-
row peduncle region. Lighthill in his analysis of Gray's
work [13] extended and formulated the slender body
theory, which proposed the fact that the overall fluid
flow around the body is a compound of the steady flow
around the straight body and the flow due to the lateral
displacement h(x, t). The second component (flow) V(x, t)
for a given cross sectional area Sx with fluid velocity U
given by:







Lighthill's theory discusses the swimming efficiency in
detail and discusses on the role of flow produced by the
lateral displacement on the efficiency improvement during
the undulatory propulsion. The overall swimming effi-
ciency as a function of overall fluid flow V(x, t) is termed








V x; tð Þx¼l
" #
ð5Þ
The theory uses a set of partial differential equations
to calculate the thrust and efficiency of swimming with
definite rhythmic and symmetric body motions. Support-
ing a laterally compressed wave and maintaining a high
Froude number efficiency (as might be done by the bio-
logical fishes in real), the motion of a traveling wave dis-
placement vector h(x, t) was introduced by Lighthill as
an empirical expression given by:
h x; tð Þ ¼ f xð Þ  g t−x=cð Þ ð6Þ
where the f(x) term that indicates the amplitude, g(x, t)
is an oscillatory frequency dependent wave function, and
c is the fish body velocity. Out of the many alternative
Figure 3 SolidWorks model and hardware prototype of the robotic fish. (a-c) Kinematics model of robotic fish with coordinated motion of
multiple propulsive mechanisms. (d) Real hardware prototype used for closed-loop experiments.
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sembles primarily that of a time-dependent harmonic
oscillation wave. It is found that propulsion patterns
generated by fishes are dependent on purpose like food-
search, hunting, migrating, mating, etc. [14]. The body
dimensions (size) evolved over the ages as well as a spe-
cific environment also plays major role in these patterns.
Based on the detailed study of the biological attributes
of fish undulatory propulsion as well as Lighthill postu-
lation on the oscillatory motion, a novel approach is
made to extend and evaluate different mathematical func-
tions that can fit in the frame of Lighthill. The integration
of Lighthill mathematical model with robotic fish inverse
kinematics and dynamics model as shown in Figure 4.
The platform to validate the present research is theFigure 4 Block diagram showing integration of LH model in the roborobotic fish designed and fabricated in our laboratory.
Also, it is significant from the point of view that an evolu-
tionary (biological) trait can be studied through the bio-
inspired algorithms evolving from these functions, like dif-
ferent need based actions, for example, a minimum energy
body motion to travel a fixed distance etc. Therefore, a
variety of actions and environments in real world can be
understood through this research on a robotic fish (ma-
chine world). We can term it as understanding organic
evolution of fish swimming (a biological hypothesis)
through bio-inspired machines (designed on principles of
mathematics and physics) [15,16], in an inverse learning
map. Another viewpoint presented through our 3 DOF
robotic fish model is that, on varying this DOF, a propor-
tionate variation can be seen in the resulting motion. Fortic fish kinematics and dynamics model.
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would generate a tadpole motion in a 2D plane. Similarly,
selecting one DOF and a suitable spline wave equation
can produce a tadpole helical motion in 3D plane. On the
other hand, if we introduce a 2 DOF and the Lighthill
quadratic wave function, it results into a planar BCF car-
angiform (undulatory) motion. Further, adding a DOF and
running the median pectoral fin (MPF) anguilliform wave-
form can lead to a more maneuvering motion resembling
between a tuna and an eel. Therefore, combination of the
various DOFs and Lighthill frame wave function can to-
gether attain as well as sustain different undulatory actions
to undertake various tasks in different environments. The
different mathematical wave functions are given below.
Undulatory Lighthill quadratic amplitude body wave
Lighthill was the one of the pioneers in applying the
methods of slender body theory [13] to an undulating
body swimming in an inviscid fluid medium. Dewar's
[17] practical studies on kinematics and energetics on
carangiform fishes by direct observations of biological
fish are imminent to support Lighthill's theory as they
lie in a digitized record. It was later used in one of the
pioneering works of biologically inspired robot called
MIT Robotuna [6] to validate a carangiform robotic
swimming mode and other prominent research findings
[7,15]. In this work, the mechanical robotic fish body
generates a planar progressive wave function as a func-
tion of lateral curvature in spine and musculature, show-
ing the undulatory propulsive behavior.
ybody x; tð Þ ¼ c1xþ c2x2
 
sin kxþ ωtð Þ½  ð7Þ
where ybody is the transverse displacement of body, x is
the displacement along main axis, k is the body wave
number (k =2π/λ), λ is the body propulsive wave length,
c1 is the linear wave amplitude envelope, c2 is the quad-
ratic wave amplitude envelope, and ω is the body wave
frequency. Taking this body wave, the present research
does kinematic analysis to determine the proper body
wave parameters (c1, c2, k, ω, etc.) for a desired and effi-
cient undulatory swimming motion. We have further
compared other mathematical functions in this frame
(given below) to find their suitability to replace for a bet-
ter undulatory wave function for robotic fish rectilinear
swimming in a two-dimensional plane.
Undulatory Lighthill cubic amplitude body wave
In this paper, we propose the cubic body wave equation
as an extension to Barrett's formulation by replacing the
quadratic amplitude expression by a cubic spline polyno-
mial. The motive behind this was to observe the efficacy
of cubic polynomials in designing a continuous and
smooth (non-jerky) motion through each rotational jointand therefore, passing more closely through the lateral
displacement data points. It also accommodates more
intermediate or via points in the plane. In the field of
trajectory generation for robotics, cubic polynomials
have been reported in majority due to its ability to track
complicated trajectories efficiently [18].
ybody x; tð Þ ¼ c1xþ c2x2 þ c3x3
  
sin kxþ 2πf  tð Þ½ 
ð8Þ
As the curvature of the wave primarily depends on the
second derivative, it is found to be continuous here, to
assist in velocity control. A major advantage of adding
local intermediate points is not only to fit a smooth
curvature for the harmonic motion but also flexibility to
the body in physical terms. Throughout a given time
period when the speed, orientation, and velocity changes
gradually, these factors render the resulting trajectory
smoothness. In physical terms, this smoothness means
that there are lesser abrupt changes in power output for
the robot’s drive system, thus reducing navigational er-
rors and helping to moderate the robot’s energy con-
sumption. Therefore, the function allows specifying
undulatory motion that conserves both battery power
while reducing travel time and minimizing navigational
errors.
Non-uniform rational B-spline (NURB) quadratic and cubic
body wave (tadpole-like motion)
In order to adapt the Lighthill frame harmonic waveform
from control design perspective (with the presence of con-
trol points), a Bezier spline traveling waveform is proposed
in this paper. Wu [19] has modified the methods of thin
airfoil theory to analyze the motion of a waving 2D plate.
The essential 2D and 3D methods developed by Lighthill
and Wu, respectively, have formed the basis from which
the turning models were developed. Singh and Pedley [20]
claim that Lighthill's classical elongated body theory for
fish swimming forms the fundamental basis for the 3D
flow model modified from the 2D small amplitude model
reported earlier. Literature reports of combining efficient
swimming propulsive force (speed) and maneuverability
in the tadpole-like swimming mode can also be found
[21]. The survey further mentions 3D propulsive motion
of a free swimming larvae generating and controlling
helical trajectory (rotation while swimming) by Long
et al. [22]. Morphological and kinematic asymmetries of
tail motion generate a rolling and pitching action [23]
in addition to the yaw motion. Similar work, by Krish-
namurthy et al. [24] find a bio-robotic implementation
(robotic electric ray) in planar motion by modulating
the propeller speed as the control variable, but the imple-
mentation was done in 2D (as a sub-case of 3D) to avoid
dynamic complexity issues. Instantaneous trajectories are
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in xyz-plane by Singh and Pedley [20] and the tadpole’s
cycloptic helical motion [22]. Inspired by the aforesaid
work, a framework was incubated and finally modeled for
fitting the present robotic fish kinematic model, generat-
ing the 3D turning maneuvers. An attempt is made in this
research also to define a mathematical expression in
Lighthill frame for the 3D undulatory motion. It is to be
noted that the robotic fish model is actuated by rotational
joints with 1 DOF which can lead to various singularities
in response to the mathematical solutions generated by
the NURB trajectory. This motion would aim to satisfy
the combined requirements of propulsive forces (speed)
and turning angles (maneuverability) from the perspective
of an energy efficient trajectory. This section, therefore,
proposes and formulates a NURB mathematical equation
as the new parametric curve to represent the propulsive
wave behavior as lateral curvature in spine and muscula-
ture in 3D. In addition to the control points, other advan-
tages of using this model is that it can offer a common
mathematical form for standard analytical shapes and also
provide the flexibility to design a large variety of paramet-
ric shapes. Secondly, the geometrical evaluation can be
reasonably fast by numerically stable and accurate algo-
rithms. They are invariant under affine as well as perspec-
tive transformations. They are generalizations of non-
rational B-splines and non-rational/rational Bezier surface
curves. NURB shapes are not only defined by control
points but also by their weights associated with each con-
trol point. This waveform assumes each reference point to
be a control point as the traveling wave passes through
only the first and the last control points therefore redu-
cing the path length. This also adds to the trajectory plan-
ning in a way as the full control over the wave shape is
achieved by tweaking a few parameters. They are also ne-
cessary to make it an optimal choice for the propulsive
wave model. The weight calculation like parameter in
other mathematical expressions is done based on the real
kinematic data of carangiform fish. A NURB curve C(u),
which is also a vector-valued piecewise rational polyno-
mial function representation, can be expressed as:









i¼1 wi  Ni;k u; vð Þ
 	 ð9Þ
where wi is the weights, Pi is the control points (vector),
and Ni,k is the normalized B-spline basis functions of de-
gree k. The proposed mathematical model is in a normal-
ized form. Therefore it reduces the scope of redundancy
and dependency on one hand whereas increasing the
consistency in results on the other. The proposed NURB
mathematical model in Lighthill frame is verified for
quadratic spline equations. To implement a curved trajec-
tory, an arbitrary orientation for the robotic fish vehicle atits final position cannot be specified. To overcome this
shortcoming, a somewhat more complicated curve in the
form of a three-degree cubic polynomial is proposed,
which uses an additional amplitude coefficient (weight) c3
form. Like in the case of other two coefficients c1 and c2,
its value is also dynamically calculated for the present ro-
botic fish on the basis of the real fish study report [17].
Undulatory motions defined by the function in two-
degree and three-degree NURB equations are written as:





sin kxþ 2πf  tð Þ ð10Þ
ybody x; tð Þ ¼
c1xþ c2x2 þ c3x3ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c12 þ c22 þ c32
p
 
sin kxþ 2πf  tð Þ
ð11Þ
The smooth transition it provides helps preserve mo-
mentum, reduce navigation error due to loss in the ro-
bot’s drive mechanisms, and allow the robot to maintain
its speed throughout its maneuvering. The proposed
form (and its derivative) shown in the above equation
has the advantage of being both continuous and differ-
entiable at all points in the interval across all segments.
The second derivative is also continuous throughout and
differentiable across each interval except at ‘via’ points
between segments. This form can permit considerable
freedom in selecting the robot’s orientation (turning) at
via points. It is now computationally easier to calculate
velocity, rotational velocity, and acceleration at via
points throughout the trajectory, therefore, allowing us
to specify maneuvers that can reduce travel time and
minimizing navigational errors while conserving the bat-
tery power. The mathematical modification is imple-
mented in the form of a transition from the existing
uniform no-rational spline equation (Lighthill quadratic
and cubic spline wave equations) to the NURB. As dis-
cussed earlier, another major implementation issue chal-
lenged by this improved model is to test the dynamic
undulatory motion of the fish in a three-dimensional
plane which may not be well-defined under the existing
two-dimensional plane Lighthill linear/quadratic ampli-
tude equations. Its efficacy in the control performance
remains to be verified in the future work. But based on
its properties [25] and results obtained in the present re-
search, it is validated that the equation causes sudden
rise around the initial conditions (jerk at start point) as
shown in Figure 5b, if control points do not have a specific
arrangement. Except for the two (quadratic and cubic)
Bezier splines, other waveforms reveal smooth curvature
indicating an undisturbed oscillatory/undulatory. This ef-
fect causes unwanted offset distance of desired control
points from the actual trajectory points.
Figure 5 Time trajectory for different oscillatory/undulatory wave-functions. (a) Trajectory comparison graph for all waveforms. (b) Sudden
rise around the initial conditions if control points do not have a specific arrangement.
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The mathematical function called cardinal sine or sinc
oscillates between positive and negative values with
equal periodic repetition represents a sine wave that de-
cays in amplitude as 1/x. This oscillation represents a
decrease in amplitude with an increasing frequency. This
also depicts that the mean value at a point x→ 0 will
have a higher magnitude when compared to neighbor-
hood of ∂x→ 0+, ∂x→ 0- as well as for other oscillating
peaks. The function is continuous at all real values with
a removable singularity at x = 0 (where first derivative is
equal to 1). Figure 6a shows two unnormalized (blue)
and normalized (red) mathematical expressions. The
normalization causes the definite integral of the function
over the real numbers equal to 1. It is a building block
for a large function class in Fourier analysis (a major
technique in the solution of differential equations). It is
also seen to be a solution to the wave equations for trans-
mission in communication theory. Physical meaning canbe interpreted as a traveling wave signal propagated
through body leading edge to the trailing edge for a sharp
or gradual turning action. If we look into the traveling
wave envelope proposed by Lighthill, sinc function suits
into it such that it moves down the fish body with velocity
c, and whose amplitude c1x + c2x
2 may vary with position
along the fish body. The proposed undulating motion in
Lighthill frame is given as:
ybody x; tð Þ ¼ c1xþ c2x2




An extension to the sinc function, in the form of a
Dirichlet function is defined in the Lighthill frame. This
function is found to be a periodic sinc or aliased sinc
function.






Figure 6 Undulatory cardinal sine traveling wave function. (a) Two unnormalized (blue) and normalized (red) mathematical expressions.
(b) The tail beat of the caudal region as the traveling wave (midline) switches the amplitude mean value depending on the value of N.
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Nsin 2πf  tð Þ
 
: ð14Þ
For N as odd, the function has a period of 2; for N as
even, its period is 4. It can be used to add orientation to
the tail beat of the caudal region as the traveling wave
(midline) switches the amplitude mean value depending
on the value of N. It is verified in its discrete Fourier
transform for an N-point rectangular window as shown
in Figure 6b. The centerline mathematical equation of
motion in Lighthill frame is given by:
ybody x; tð Þ ¼
1
c1xþ c2x2ð Þ
sin kxþ 2πf  tð Þ
sin 2πf  tð Þ
 
ð15Þ
It can be noted that the quadratic wave amplitude is in
the denominator and is used to dampen the oscillating
wave function unlike the sinc function where it is
allowed to grow as the numerator.Undulatory anguilliform body wave (EEL like/maneuvering
model)
Replicating the kinematics of a silver lamprey, a MPF
anguilliform motion was proposed by Tytell [26]. From the
maneuvering perspective, this equation adds another di-
mension to the overall fish propulsion. The motion of the
fish centerline described by an exponentially growing travel-
ing wave in Lighthill frame is given by a function as follows:
ybody x; tð Þ ¼ c1xþ c2x2
 
exp 2:18 x L−1= Þðð
 ð16Þ
where y is the lateral position of the midline, x is the co-
ordinate following the midline, α is the amplitude
growth rate parameter [26], L is the body length, and λ
is the propulsive wave length. Modifications were done
in this equation as compared to the original equation
due to the fact that the present robotic fish model is car-
angiform so the DOF is restricted to the body posterior
(caudal) unlike anguilliform where the entire centerline
participates in undulation.
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http://www.jrobio.com/content/1/1/15The idea of testing a modified anguilliform equation in a
carangiform frame is whether maneuverability can be im-
proved in slow undulatory motion. Two changes have been
accommodated in order to undertake this test. Firstly, by
replacing the constant amplitude by a quadratic amplitude
wave and secondly, by provisioning that α can act as both
an amplitude growth and dampening factor. This mathem-
atical expression shows that a main wave function (sine or
cosine) is decomposed in two Fourier functions. The pri-
mary function is again an oscillating sine wave which is
multiplied by an exponentially growing function (can be
represented in Fourier series) to satisfy the boundary con-
ditions. The continuous everywhere exponential function
is used for damping the sine wave. This function also re-
sembles the Laplace transform with open unity integral.
Results and discussion
The implementation in robotic fish prototype for the
Lighthill model verification and kinematic analysis is
done in MATLAB© and Simulink© environment. Simu-
lation results including time histories of forward velocity
as well as the corresponding trajectories are discussed.
Tests were done to show the effectiveness of Lighthill's
propulsion model. Two conditions were compared,
where the fish is allowed to travel a trajectory (using in-
verse kinematics algorithm) from an initial point to a
destination point, without the Lighthill undulatory action
as compared to the natural mode of its body motion, i.e.,
with Lighthill mathematical model implementation, fixed
at three identified major parameters, i.e., oscillating (tail-
beat) frequency (ω), propulsive wavelength (λ) and caudal
amplitude (c1 and c2). For more clarity, Figure 7 shows the
relative trajectory traversed with respect to center (origin)
comparing the fish undulatory motion trajectory, with
and without the Lighthill model implementation, clearly
depicting the shorter route maintained by the Lighthill
model over the non-Lighthill model. It therefore validates
the classical theory postulated by Lighthill for the present
robotic fish model. The above simulation shows the re-
sults and graphs; the performance factor of the robotic fish
is calculated for a given (fixed) distance and battery power
(onboard energy). It is found that with Lighthill imple-
mentation, the motion performance improves by 14.68%.
The motion performance (PI) is defined as follows:




The distance between two geometric points on a plane
is calculated by the straight line equation algorithm:
distanceb=wpp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xiþ1−xið Þ2 þ yiþ1−yi
 2q ð18ÞThe initial point is x = 0.5, y = 0.0297 and the final
point is x = 0.9, y = 0.3. The coordinate points are nor-
malized to a scale of 1: 100 (for distances measured in
meters). The distance between these two points is found
to be 0.482765046 units which is also the shortest dis-
tance (normal between the two planes). In the Lighthill
quadratic wave equation, the amplitude constants c1 and
c2 have been assumed to have a value [27] with little in-
formation on their choice. Our present research looks
into the real kinematics of carangiform tuna fish in [17]
as well as in the kinematic formulation of the Robotuna
[17]. For two different conditions of caudal amplitude,
the value of (c1, c2) is calculated to be 0.002, 0.00835 and
0.2, 0.01736. For undulatory cubic spline, the values of
c3 are determined to be 0.01 and 0.346 under the two
constraints. Tables 1 and 2 give the detailed information
on the geometric points covered during the path trav-
eled by the robotic fish. The paths are also plotted as
trajectories as shown in Figure 8a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h. In Table 1,
the trajectory details have been tabulated for wave func-
tion of oscillating sine, undulatory Lighthill quadratic,
Lighthill cubic and NURB quadratic waves in the form
of geometric points on the traveling plane of the robotic
fish (undulating with these mathematical input wave
functions). Their trajectories are plotted in Figure 8a,b,c,d.
Comparing these trajectories with respect to the short-
est distance, it is found that the percentage difference
between the shortest path and user-defined wave gener-
ated path was least for undulatory Lighthill cubic poly-
nomial with 1.2%, followed by undulatory Lighthill
quadratic polynomial with 1.22%, and standing oscillat-
ing sine wave with 1.25%; but a major deviation from
the minimum value is observed in undulatory NURB
quadratic wave with 4.19%. In Table 2, the trajectory
details in the form of geometric points have been tabu-
lated for mathematical input function of undulatory
NURB cubic, SINC, DIRIC, and anguilliform wave-
forms. The trajectories drawn for these functions are
shown in Figure 8e,f,g,h. It is noted that maximum per-
centage deviation from the shortest path continues with
NURB cubic wave with 3.44% followed by SINC with
1.27%, DIRIC with 1.28%, and the lowest value (closest
to the shortest distance) was with the anguilliform with
1.24%. The user-defined wave functions have been ana-
lyzed, and some of them have been used to generate
undulating traveling wave through the robotic fish body
during closed-loop feedback operations. From Tables 1
and 2, it can be deduced that out of all the user-defined
wave functions, the undulatory Lighthill cubic polyno-
mial emerges out to be the most effective wave input to
generate the trajectory with an improvement of 17.94%
over a non-Lighthill path and an improvement of 1.1%
over the Lighthill quadratic wave trajectory. It is closely
followed by undulatory Lighthill quadratic polynomial
Figure 7 Relative path comparison relative to a center point (meters).
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http://www.jrobio.com/content/1/1/15with 16.32% and anguilliform input with 14.7% men-
tioned in [26]. Plotting a trajectory comparison graph
for all in Figure 5a, it is clear by looking into the blue
line denoting the Lighthill cubic waveform that it gen-
erates as the path closest to the shortest distance be-
tween the two points of travel. During formulation, it
has been strictly adhered that the function does not re-
quire computational complexity which will pose prob-
lem in real-time implementation. Another comparative
study is undertaken relative to the primary Lighthill
quadratic wave function. In Table 1, which mentions
oscillating sine, Lighthill cubic, and NURB quadratic
waveforms, (apart from Lighthill quadratic) it appears
that only Lighthill cubic wave shows improvement,
whereas, the two other wave functions namely oscillating
fin and NURB quadratic wave stay close but record more
than the Lighthill quadratic distance by 1.02% and 28.7%,
respectively. A similar comparison is undertaken for Table 2.Table 1 Trajectory (geometric) points for mathematical oscilla
Node number Oscillatory sin LH quad
x pos y pos x pos y p
1 (start point) 0.500000 0.029700 0.500000 0.0
2 0.635240 0.160918 0.634913 0.1
3 0.767541 0.245599 0.767169 0.2
4 0.853758 0.283287 0.853553 0.2
5 0.889791 0.296484 0.889726 0.2
6 0.898802 0.299593 0.898791 0.2
7 0.899911 0.299970 0.899910 0.2
8 0.899994 0.299998 0.899994 0.2
9 (end point) 0.900000 0.300000 0.900000 0.3It brings forth the fact that out of all the input functions
mentioned in Table 2, NURB cubic wave shows maximum
deviation from the Lighthill quadratic distance with 22.2%
followed by DIRIC wave to be 6.4%, SINC wave to be 5.8%,
and the closest to the ideal value is anguilliform wave with
2.2%. Although all of them have shown a higher magnitude,
w.r.t. Lighthill quadratic wave generated trajectory but
some of them have managed to stay close to it. Therefore,
two conclusions can be drawn from the complete analysis.
Firstly, undulatory LH cubic waveform can prove to be an
efficient algorithm for trajectory generation of a traveling
propulsive body wave for robotic fish rectilinear motion.
Secondly, other input functions proposed can also be used
but mainly based on the required objective/action for, e.g.,
sinc or diric for turning or based on body dimensions for,
e.g., NURB quad or cubic used for a tadpole-like motion.
It can also be chosen on a purpose for, e.g., anguilliform/
eel-like for maneuvering and carangiform for speed. Thesetory/undulatory propulsive waveforms
LH cubic NURB quad
os x pos y pos x pos y pos
29700 0.500000 0.029700 0.500000 0.029700
59944 0.634781 0.159549 0.598402 0.046079
45283 0.767018 0.245155 0.723631 0.204411
83192 0.853471 0.283154 0.827144 0.270115
96460 0.889699 0.296450 0.880214 0.292851
99589 0.898787 0.299587 0.896969 0.298948
99969 0.899910 0.299969 0.899745 0.299912
99998 0.899994 0.299998 0.899982 0.299994
00000 0.900000 0.300000 0.900000 0.300000
Table 2 Trajectory (geometric) points for mathematical oscillatory/undulatory propulsive waveforms
NURB cubic SINC DIRIC Anguilliform
x pos y pos x pos y pos x pos y pos x pos y pos
1 (start point) 0.500000 0.029700 0.500000 0.029700 0.500000 0.029700 0.500000 0.029700
2 0.603409 0.055233 0.635629 0.162066 0.635703 0.162282 0.635182 0.160746
3 0.728721 0.208521 0.767983 0.245970 0.768066 0.246040 0.767476 0.245543
4 0.830356 0.271654 0.853999 0.283398 0.854045 0.283419 0.853722 0.283270
5 0.881458 0.293319 0.889869 0.296513 0.889884 0.296518 0.889780 0.296480
6 0.897237 0.299041 0.898814 0.299597 0.898817 0.299598 0.898800 0.299592
7 0.899771 0.299921 0.899912 0.299970 0.899912 0.299970 0.899911 0.299970
8 0.899984 0.299995 0.899994 0.299998 0.899994 0.299998 0.899994 0.299998
9 (end point) 0.900000 0.300000 0.900000 0.300000 0.900000 0.300000 0.900000 0.300000
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http://www.jrobio.com/content/1/1/15mathematical inputs are responsible to build different bio-
inspired algorithms which later combine with the real-
time kinematics and dynamics of the robotic fish. Hence-
forth, the robotic fish driven by these algorithms support
adaptation policy shown by a biological fish in different
environments.
Operating region
Using the system dynamic model formulated as Equa-
tion (3), MATLAB simulation result are generated for
the robot closed-loop motion between two points in a
three-dimensional plane. This mechanism uses a bio-
inspired algorithm under Lighthill cubic wave function
as it is found to be the best result for trajectory gener-
ation. The simulation results [28,29] are useful during the
closed-loop experimental verification [9] and operation of
the robotic fish prototype as we know the variation of for-
ward velocity with major kinematic parameters like tail-
beat frequency (TBF), caudal amplitude (CA), propulsive
wavelength (PW), and yaw angle. To enhance the system
repeatability therefore reliability, each parameter is plotted
for various wavelengths and operating tail-beat frequency
values, resulting in the operating region. Based on the
simulation results discussed above, an ORE [30] that sum-
marizes these major parameters in consideration is formed
in the form of a plot as shown in Figure 9a,b. The vertical
axis in usual notation mentions swimming (forward) vel-
ocity in cm/s while the horizontal axis is denoted by two
parameters, TBF and PW. The range of TBF is from 0 to
2.8 units (Hz) while for PW it is from 1.2 to 2.2 units (m).
Variation of swimming speed with TBF and PW is shown
as oscillating bell-shaped curves with circle and square
markers, respectively. The two peaks marked by a star
(with close dashed lines) symbol and a triangle (with wide
dashed lines) symbol show the peak velocities achieved for
a given value of TBF (1.1 Hz) and PW (1.45 cm), respect-
ively. It is to be observed that for the peak velocity of
17.35 cm/s, the choice of TBF is unique, i.e., 1.1 Hz; but
there is no wavelength available in the permissible range.Contrary to this, if the peak velocity of 17.3 cm/s (triangle
symbol) is chosen, for a unique value of propulsive wave-
length at 1.45 cm, there exist two TBF values at 1 and
1.15 Hz. Therefore, for any choice of speed (based on the
purpose like fast or moderate swimming), the combin-
ational choice of the two parameters can be found for ro-
botic fish. Interestingly, it can be observed that most of
the times, for a given velocity, there exists two or more
values of TBFs or PWs. This is due to the non-linear na-
ture of the curve or many one function mapping. The final
choice by the biological fish must be done based on the
metabolic rates (related to Froude efficiency) or any other
hidden parameter, which is our future course of study.
The value of caudal amplitude is kept constant at c1 =
0.002 and c2 = 0.00835. Another plot, Figure 9c from
Dewar's experiment on the biological equivalent (yellowfin
tuna), shows the results of swimming velocity (cm/s) ver-
sus time. This plot also shows metabolic rate (triangular
marker) trend with time as the fish moves. The swimming
velocity pattern and magnitude are in agreement with the
present robotic fish kinematic reports. This suggests that
the kinematic design of present robotic fish has somewhat
successfully emulated a real fish. Clearly, the kinematic
studies relation of the four parameters (TBF, CA, PW, and
yaw angle) for the present robotic fish underwater vehicle
model is validated at par with Dewar's findings [17]. Look-
ing from another dimension [16,24], this can be seen as
an important and useful research to understand the biol-
ogy of fish swimming, with applied mechanics replacing
fish dynamics and arithmetic formulation substituting for
the undulatory input motion, respectively. Robotic fish
can therefore be used to study the fish biology since many
parametric results were found to be in agreement with test
data of tropical yellowfin tuna. The present ORE patterns
therefore can also allow us to make predictions closer to
the real fish kinematics. Another objective of using the
ORE is to implement the closed-loop [9] control of the ro-
botic fish with the help of comprehensive kinematic study
undertaken the w.r.t. parameters. This would also make it
Figure 8 Trajectory traversal between two fixed points using different oscillatory/undulatory wave functions. (a-d) Plotted trajectories
for wave function of oscillating sine, undulatory Lighthill quadratic, Lighthill cubic, and NURB quadratic wave in the form of geometric points on
the traveling plane of the robotic fish. (e-h) Trajectory details in the form of geometric points tabulated for mathematical input function of
undulatory NURB cubic, SINC, DIRIC, and anguilliform waveforms.
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http://www.jrobio.com/content/1/1/15easier to operate the robot and less time consuming as the
kinematic characteristic of robotic fish is presented in the
form of a simple operating region chart [30]. This study
stresses on the importance of major kinematic parameters
while neglecting the minor parameters to avoid computa-
tional complexity. Present kinematic study does a value
addition to the closed-loop control [9,31] technique as it
discusses intriguing yet solvable arithmetic formulations
(of input waveforms) in Lighthill frame to run a sophisti-
cated biological process (fishlike undulatory/oscillatory
motion). The simulation results also denote that amplitudeand wavelength are found to be the less chosen parameters
compared to the TBF if swimming speed is considered.
Also a compromise (optimization) of these three important
parameters is required for the most efficient undulatory
fish body motion. Clearly, the relation of distance-based
performance factor and forward velocity for the present ro-
botic fish underwater vehicle model is validated at par with
Dewar's findings [17]. The yaw axis servomotor is a HiTec
HS-5646WP (11.3 Kg-cm/6 V) used in all the joints.
Arduino-Uno with ATMEGA2560 serves as the central
processing unit for the robotic fish. The mechanical
Figure 9 Operating region for tail beat frequency (TBF) and propulsive wavelength.
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http://www.jrobio.com/content/1/1/15computer-aided (CAD) design and animation has been
implemented with the help of the Solidworks (mechan-
ical model) and MATLAB SimMechanics VRML (3D
motion). The motivation of this paper is described bythe remarkable swimming abilities of BCF mode caran-
giform style of swimming built as a robotic fish prototype.
The NACA airfoil aerodynamic structure has been de-
signed to boost the swimming efficiency by reducing the
Chowdhury et al. Robotics and Biomimetics 2014, 1:15 Page 15 of 16
http://www.jrobio.com/content/1/1/15drag. Using the present dynamic model and derived steady
kinematic simulation results [28,29], the closed-loop ex-
periments [9] were done for different body motion config-
urations to emulate the undulation of the robotic fish in
fluid environment shown in Figure 10.
Conclusions
The present research has focused on the relevance of
Lighthill (LH) based biomimetic robotic propulsion of a
proposed 2-joint, 3-link multibody vehicle model, bio-
logically inspired by a BCF carangiform fish. The objective
of this paper is to translate the BCF mode carangiform
swimming behavior of a biological fish to a robotic fish to
allow its energy efficient navigation over a given distance
using a good balance speed and agility characteristics. The
robotic fish model (kinematics and dynamics) is integrated
with the LH mathematical model framework. Mathemat-
ical input waveforms are investigated in LH framework to
generate posterior body undulatory movements. These
functions are combined with robot inverse kinematics to
generate various bio-inspired trajectories for the posterior
robotic fish vehicle motion. Distance-based performance
criteria for a given trajectory are proposed to do a com-
parative analysis for the input undulatory waveforms.
Comparisons are done between a non-LH and a path de-
fined in LH frame. Based on present kinematic model
simulation of identified kinematic parameters, closed-loop
experiments are done to establish operating region for
two critical kinematic parameters TBF and PW. This find-
ing also aims to facilitate future experiments for a robotic
fish model. Interestingly, the robotic behavior in simula-
tion and experiments (closed-loop) is showing swimming
behavior similar to the biological fish mentioned by
Lighthill slender body theory and Dewar's kinematic ex-
periments on yellow fin tuna. The future work primar-
ily focuses on the development of an improved inverse
kinematics algorithm within the Lighthill framework. A
behavior-based control strategy and its implementationFigure 10 Closed-loop hardware prototype motion in different framefor energy efficient undulatory fish motion would fur-
ther strengthen the vision of the machines mimicking
biology principles in a significant way.
Appendix A
(a)Link and joint parameters (shown in Figure 2)s. Joint angle (θi): the angle of rotation from the Xi−1
axis to the Xi axis about the Zi−1 axis. It is the join
variable if joint i is rotary.
 Joint distance (di): the distance from the origin
of the (i-1) coordinate system to the intersection
of the Zi−1 axis and the Xi axis along the Zi−1
axis.
 Link length (ai): the distance from the intersection
of the Zi−1 axis and the Xi axis to the origin of the
ith coordinate system along the Xi axis.
 Link twist angle (αi): the angle of rotation from
the Zi−1 axis to the Zi axis about the Xi axis.(b)Reference Frames
 FI : inertial frame of manipulator-based system.
 FB : base frame located at the center of mass of
the base.
 Fi : coordinate frame of the ith link of the system.(c)Vectors
 rB : position of frame FO relative to and
projected onto frame FB.
 rI : position of frame FO relative to and projected
onto frame FO.
 di : position of frame Fi relative to and projected
onto frame FO.
 ri : position of point on link i relative to frame FO.
 i : position of point on link i relative frame Fi.
 b : position of point on the base relative frame FB.
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http://www.jrobio.com/content/1/1/15 bB : position of point on the base relative to
frame FI.
 vi : velocity of point on link i relative to frame FI.
 vB : velocity of point on the base relative to
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